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G. WINTHROP HAIGHT*

The Seabed and the Ocean Floor
On the last day of the twenty-third session of the General
Assembly of the United Nations, four resolutions were adopted relating
to the resources of the sea-bed and ocean floor, and the subsoil thereof,
underlying the high seas beyond the limits of present national
jurisdiction.' This action concluded more than a year of intensive
activity since proposals were made by Malta at the preceding session.'
During the first eight months of 1968, the 35-nation Ad Hoc
Committee established by that session in December 1967, met in New
York in March, April, June and July and in Rio de Janeiro in August.3
The Report of this committee4 was discussed in the First Committee of
the twenty-third General Assembly during the period from October 28,
* G. WINTHROP HAIGHT, Graduate of Yale College (B.A.) and Yale Law School (LL.B.);
member of the Council of the Section of International and Comparative Law of the American
Bar Association; member of the American Foreign Law Association; member of the
International Law Association; and contributor of articles in the field of international law to
many legal periodicals.
1 23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/PV.1752, at 13-21 (21 Dec. 1968).
2 The item was introduced by a Note Verbale dated 17 August 1967 from the
Permanent Mission of Malta addressed to the Secretary General (22 GAOR Doc. A/6695). This
is reproduced at pages 15 and 16 of House Report No. 999 of the 90th Cong., 1st Sess., dated
Dec. 7, 1967 (hereinafter referred to as "House Report 999"). See also the Statement of
Ambassador Pardo in the UN First Committee on November 1, 1967 (22 GAOR provisional
Docs. A/C.1/PV.1515, 1516, and House Report 999 at 167-186).
3 The Committee met as a whole in New York from 18 to 27 March 1968 (UN Does.
A/AC.135/SR.1-9, 10 May 1968) and from 17 June to 9 July 1968 (UN Doc. A/AC.135/SR.1
0-12, 29 Aug. 1968) and in Rio de Janeiro from 19 to 30 August 1968 (UN provisional Docs.
A/AC.135/SR.13-26, 27 Aug. to 2 Sept. 1968). The Legal Group established by the Main
Committee met in New York from 18 June to 8 July 1968 (UN Doc. A/AC.135&WG.1/SR.
1-3, 6-14, 3 Sept. 1968). The Economic and Technical Working Group met in New York from
18 June to 3 July 1968 (UN provisional Does. A/AC.135/WG.2/SR.1, 7-11 (21 June to 10 July,
1968) and in Rio de Janeiro from 19 to 23 August 1968 (UN provisional Does.
A/AC.135/WG.2/SR.12, 13, 21/22 Aug. 1968).
23 UN GAOR Doc. A/7230 (1968) (hereinafter referred to as "House Report
1957").
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1968 to November 11, 1968 and again on December 19 and 20, 1968,
when the four resolutions were adopted.
The first of these, adopted in the plenary session of the General
Assembly on December 21, 1968, by a vote of 112 to none with 7
abstentions,' establishes a Committee of 42 nations on the Peaceful
Uses of the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor beyond the limits of National
Jurisdiction and instructs that Committee to study the elaboration of
legal principles and norms which would promote international cooperation in the exploration and use of the sea-bed and ocean floor and the
subsoil thereof beyond the limits of national jurisdiction and to ensure
the exploitation of their resources for the benefit of mankind; to study
ways and means of promoting the exploitation and use of the resources
of this area, and of international cooperation to that end; to review
other studies; to examine measures to prevent marine pollution; and to
study reservations of the sea-bed and ocean floor exclusively for
peaceful purposes. The full text of this Resolution 2467 A (XXIII) is
set out in Annex A hereto.
The second resolution, dealing with pollution, received the widest
support and was adopted in the plenary session on December 21 by a
vote of 119 to none.6 The text of this Resolution 2467 B (XXIII)
appears at B in Annex A hereto.
The third resolution, being controversial, encountered opposition
from the Soviet bloc and resistance from the United States and several
other States. On its face it appears innocuous, as it merely requests the
Secretary General to study and report on the question of establishing
"appropriate international machinery for the promotion of the exploration and exploitation of the resources of this area, and the use of these
resources in the interests of mankind." To those opposing a supranational administering authority and the concept of common ownership of
sea-bed and subsoil resources this was a move in the wrong direction.
To others, it was not logical or appropriate that this particular aspect of
the problem should have been singled out for special mention and
referred to the Secretariat, when the task of the new Committee was to
study all aspects and to recommend a regime generally acceptable. At
the outset, therefore, hopes that issues could be settled on the basis of
consensus were frustrated. The resolution was adopted by the First
5 23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/PV.1752, at 13-15 (21 Dec, 1968).
6 Id., at 16.
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Committee by a vote of 77 to 9 with 18 abstentions7 and by the
plenary session on December 21 by a vote of 85 to 9 with 25
abstentions.8 It appears as Resolution 2467 C (XXIII) in Annex A
hereto.
The fourth resolution, adopted by the plenary session on
December 21 without a vote, relates to an International Decade of
Ocean Exploration to be undertaken within the framework of a
long-term program of research and exploration "under the aegis of the
United Nations." 9 A copy of this Resolution 2467 D (XXIII) appears
as D in Annex A hereto.
New Standing Committee
The most significant development on this item at the last General
Assembly was the establishment of the 42-nation Standing Committee
by the adoption of Resolution A. This required extensive consultations
as the members of various regional groups jockeyed for positions on it.
There were times when anything less than a committee of the whole
seemed almost an impossiblity. There were also times when the only
solution appeared to be an extension of the 35-nation Ad Hoc
Committee. Ultimate agreement on a 42-member Committee thus
appears to have been a signal achievement. Many were unhappy,
however. The representative of Uruguay, protesting this number, said it
meant "slamming the door" on the possibility that the committee
would have "a more equitable composition." Latin America had hoped
to obtain 10 seats as compared with the 7 allotted to that area; this
would have required a 56-member committee.' 0 In the vote in
the plenary on December 21, there was a split in the Soviet bloc:
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Mongolia, Poland and Romania voted in
favor, while the Byelorussian SSR, Cuba Hungary, Ukrainian SSR, and
the USSR abstained. Cambodia and Equatorial Guinea (the newest
member of the UN) also abstained for no apparent reason. 1'
In announcing the composition of the Committee before a vote
was taken in the First Committee, the Chairman of that Committee
said:
7 23 UN GAOR
23 UN GAOR
9 Id., at 17-20.
10 23 UN GAOR
11 23 UN GAOR
8

provisional Doc. A/C.I/PV.1648 (19 Dec. 1968). at 42-43.
provisional Doc. A/PV.1752, at 16-20 (21 Dec. 1968).
provisional Doc. A/C.1/PV.1648 (19 Dec. 1968), at 3-5.
provisional Doc. A/PV.1752, at 16-20 (21 Dec. 1968).
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1. As far as the composition of the Committee is concerned, in
view of the extensive consultations I had with the representatives of
regional groups and of Member States, I take it that there is a broad
consensus on the following principles:
(a) Due regard should be given to an equitable geographical
distribution;
(b) A reasonable balance between technically developed and
developing countries should be established;
(c) Not only the interests of coastal States but also these of
land-locked countries should be borne in mind;
(d) The composition of this Committee shall not constitute a
precedent for any other committee to be created in the future.
2. The recognition of the considerable interest of Member States
in participating in the work of the Committee, an understanding has
been reached that its composition shall be subject to rotation.
In principle one third of the membership of each regional group
will rotate every two years. There is however no formal provision in the
draft resolution in this respect since, rather than organizing elections by
the General Assembly, it is felt that informal arrangements should be
worked out by the regional groups with regard to a rotating system
which would be implemented on the basis of mutual agreement
amongst States on groups of States, and announced by the Chairman of
the First Committee every two years. The periodical rotation within
each regional group will be applied without any discrimination against
any Member State. Successive terms by the same State are not
excluded.
3. It has also been agreed that any Member State wishing to
follow the work of the Committee shall be entitled to accredited
observer status, which entails the right to be represented at all meetings
of the Committee and its sub-committees and the possibility to offer its
contribution to the debate.
With these criteria in mind and taking into account nominations
from the various groups, the following were named' ' as the initial
members:
Latin-American group (7): Argentina, Brazil, Chile, El Salvador,
Mexico, Peru, Trinidad and Tobago
Asian group (7):

Ceylon, India, Japan, Kuwait, Malaysia, Pakistan, Thailand

23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/PV.1648 (19 Dec. 1968), at 39-41.
Id., at .41; PV.1649 (20 Dec. 1968), at 2. In announcing this membership, the
Chairman of the First Committee did not indicate to which of the groups the members
respectively belong, except in the case of the Asian and African States where he named them by
12

13
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African group (11):

Cameroon, Kenya, Liberia, Libya, Madagascar, Mauritania, Nigeria, Sierra
Leone, Sudan, United Arab Republic,
Tanzania

Communist group (6):

Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Poland,
Rumania, USSR, Jugoslavia

"Western" group (11):

Austriala, Austria, Belgium, Canada,
France, Iceland, Italy, Malta, Norway,
United Kingdom, United States
In addition to Uraguay, both Ceylon and the USSR expressed
dissatisfaction with the size of the Committee. Ambassador
Amerasinghe of Ceylon said that the Asian group had felt that, as the
second largest group in the United Nations, they should have had
members than the Latin American group. This would, however, he said,
have been unfair to the African group. As the representation of both
Asia and Africa was inadequate, an adjustment should be made in the
future.' '
The USSR objections were voiced at the plenary session on
December 21.1 I In their opinion, "the socialist countries are inadequately represented." At least one further seat should have been
allotted to them as soon as the 35-nation membership of the Ad Hoc
Committee was enlarged. Ambassador Mendelevich went on to say:
Of course, it has been said that if we look at this arithmetically the
socialist countries are represented by six places in the committee on the
sea-bed and ocean floor and really are not justified-if we base this on
purely arithmetical considerations-in laying any claim to any further
seats. However, this is not a question of arithmetic. After all this is a
question of politics and that is much more complex than the four
purely arithmetical functions. This is, after all, a body of the United
Nations which in one way or another is going to deal with questions of
war and peace. This body will consider, among other matters, the
question of preserving for exclusively peaceful uses the sea-bed and
ocean floor-taking into account certain talks on disarmament which
are also very closely germane to this point.
those groups. In the classification in the text, Trinidad and Tobago is classified as a member of
the Latin American group, although it is not strictly speaking such a State; Yugoslavia
frequently acts independently of the Soviet bloc; and Australia is not strictly "Western."
14 23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/C.1/PV.1649 (20 Dec. 1968), at 4-5.
Is 23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/PV.1752 (21 Dec. 1968), at 22-32. A protest had
also been made in the First Committee, 23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/C.1/1968 (19 Dec.
1968), at 22.
InternationalLawyer Vol. 3 No. 3
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But since the work of the Committee is going to relate to matters

connected with the problems of war and peace, in the final analysis,
here when determining the membership of the Committee we cannot
base ourselves on a purely arithmetical approach. Here other extremely
important criteria also come into play we believe. They are important
because the socialist countries are constantly threatened by the
imperialist forces, who in various parts of the world, are pushing events
to the brink of war. For that reason we are deeply convinced that in
defending the very just position taken by the socialist countries we, as a
whole, defend the cause of universal peace and one way of protecting
the interests of socialist countries is their due representation in all
international bodies, particularly those bodies connected directly with
war, peace and international security.' 6
The Soviet bloc thus finds itself outnumbered by all the other
groups, as compared with the equal status it had in the Ad Hoc
Committee with Latin America and membership there greater than that
of the Asian group. In the new Committee, the Western group remains
the same (11), in the Latin American group, Mexico has replaced
Ecuador, and Trinidad and Tobago has been added (making a total of
7); and in the African group, Cameroon, Madagascar, Mauritania,
Nigeria, Sierra Leone and Sudan have been added and Senegal and
Somalia have been dropped (increasing the membership from 7 to 11).
According to the representative of Uruguay, the Latin Americans had
been told to agree to a committee of 42 or there would be no
committee at all, thus leaving the sea-bed open to anyone who could
control it.' '
At the last session of the First Committee, it was indicated that
the new Standing Committee would meet for organizational purposes
on February 6 and 7, 1969 and would then hold two three-week
sessions, from March 10 to 28 and August 11 to 28, respectively.,
Guidelines and Principles
A primary task of the new Committee is to study the elaboration
of "legal principles and norms" for promoting international cooperation in the exploration and use of the areas beyond national
jurisdiction. Since the inception of the seabed time in the General
Assembly there has been no dearth of suggestions as to what such
16 PV.1752 at 27-30.
17
18

23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/C.t/PV.1648 (19 Dec. 1968), at 4-5.
23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/C.I/PV.1649 (20 Dec. 1968), at 3.
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principles and norms should be. 1 9 The difficulty has been in arriving at
a consensus on any but the broadest generalities.
Some of these generalities appear in Resolution 2467 A (XXIII)
itself. Thus, three of the preambular paragraphs stress the aspects of
"peaceful purposes," "international cooperation," and "the benefit of
mankind as a whole." The first operative paragraph then includes what
appears to be a mandate
to ensure the exploitation of their resources for the benefit of
mankind...
this in turn being supplemented by an apparent instruction to study
the economic and other requirements which such a regime should
satisfy in order to meet the interests of humanity as a whole.
At the beginning of the discussion in the First Committee,
Ambassador Amerasinghe of Ceylon, who had been Chairman of the Ad
Hoc Committee, said that the sponsors of the resolution considered it
of "the greatest importance that the General Assembly, at this session,
approve a declaration of principles which the international community
should be called upon to observe in regard to all activities in this area
henceforth." 2 0 That it failed to do. Moreover, it was unable to do more
than pass the task on to the new Committee with only the barest
indication of what the legal principles and norms should be. Even the
meager effort at guidelines embodied in Resolution 2467 A (XXIII)
encountered opposition. As Ambassador Amerasinghe said, he was
aware that at least two provisions in the terms of the draft resolution L.
425 had caused some disquiet, namely, the mention of legal principles
which should govern the rights to explore and exploit the resources of
the area referred to and the mention of studies in the field of
disarmament. In regard to the first point, he said that, if it were agreed
that the exploration and use of the area and its resources should be
subjected to some international regime, "which is the same as saying
that we must have a clear body of rules forming part of international
law to which the activities of exploration and exploitation conducted in
this area must conform," it would not be incorrect to use the word
"govern." "We could certainly consider" he said, "using alternative
19 See, for example, the opening speech of Ambassador Pardo, 22 UN GAOR
provisional Doc. A/C.1I/PV.1516 (1 Nov. 1967), at 5-7 (reproduced in House Report 999, at
286); Meeker, UN GAOR Doc. A/AC.135/WG.1/SR.2, (20 June 1968,) at 13-14; 23 UN GAOR
Doc. A/7230 (1968), at 17-19, 49, 52-56, 62-64; 23 UN GAOR Docs. A/C.1/L425, L.430,
L.433, L.437.
20 23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/C.1/PV.1588 (28 Oct. 1968), at 68.
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expressions such as 'regulate' or 'determine.' But, if we are not agreed
that there should be some form of international regulation or regime,
we would have made no departure from the obnoxious traditions and
practices of a colonialism that we thought was an anachronism in this
enlightened age." 2 1
Much of the opposition to attempts to formulate principles came
from the Soviet bloc. As Ambassador Mendelevich of the USSR said:
We are convinced that the question of the elaboration of principles
concerning the sea-bed and ocean floor requires much further study. We
cannot forget that there are serious divergencies and differences in the
views held by various States and groups of States concerning the scope
and content of a declaration of principles. It is obvious that such
principles-if we really want to deal with the matter seriously, and that
is the only way in which the Soviet delegation deems it possible to
approach the matter-must be unanimously endorsed by the General
Assembly. But this can be achieved only after doing away with present
differences and through further study of the whole range of
questions. 2 2
Doubtless this position was influenced by fears of supranationality. There was, however, also an inability to accept the concept
of "common heritage" for which developing countries were pressing
hard. Argentina, Brazil, Indonesia, Jamaica, Mexico, Peru, the
Philippines, Spain, the Sudan and Trinidad all urged its adoption.2 3 In
the view of Sweden:
•.. any set of principles should affirm that this area beyond national
jurisdiction, the exact boundaries of which remain to be defined,
should be considered the common heritage of mankind and should as
such be used in the interest and for the enrichment of all countries with
special regard for the needs of the developing countries.
The concept of common heritage clearly indicates that there should be
21

Id., at 66-67.

22 Id., PV.1603 (8 Nov. 1968), at 36. Several other delegations also stressed the

necessity of basing principles on a consensus. Thus France expressed satisfaction at "the
constant observation of an unwritten rule of consensus" that prevailed in the Ad Hoc
Committee PV.1591, 30 Oct. 1968, at 33) and stressed that "unanimity on certain minimum
principles would obviously guarantee respect" and that this would be preferable "to a majority
note on more ambitious directives" (id., at 42). See also Romania, id., PV.1596 (4 Nov. 1968),
at 22.
23 Argentina: 23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/C.I/PV.1594 (1 Nov. 1968),
at 23-25;
Brazil: "This area is ... a common heritage of mankind or, to use a more precise expression, a
common patrimony," id., PV.1591 (30 Oct. 1968), at 8-10; Indonesia: id., PV.1601 (6 Nov.
1968), at 39; Jamaica: id., at 48; Trinidad: id., at 64-65; Spain: id., at 28-30; Mexico: id.,
PV.1598 (5 Nov. 1968), at 37; Sudan: id., at 23; Peru: id., PV.1597 (4 Nov. 1968), at 52;
Philippines: id., at 73-75.
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some kind of institutionalized international2 supervision
or regulation of
4
the use by States of this commom heritage.

Ambassador Pardo of Malta said that for his delegation the
"common-heritage concept is not a slogan; it is not one of a number of
more or less desirable principles; rather, it is the very foundation of our
work; it is the key that will unlock the door of the future. It is a new
legal principle which we wish to introduce into international
law . . ." (emphasis added).2
The effort to establish the "common heritage" concept was
undoubtedly one of the main reasons why developing countries pressed
so hard for "suitable international machinery" to protect their
interests.2 6 In this they were strenuously opposed by the USSR 2 ' and
its associates.2 ' Many developed countries, including the United States,
also urged that the entire question of an international regime be left for
the Standing Committee to study and to report on at a subsequent
24
25
26

Id., PV.1596 (4 Nov. 1968), at 28-30.
Id., PV.1589 (29 Oct. 1968), at 27.
For example, Brazil: "This area is ... a common patrimony. Its resources, therefore,

should not be disposed of without adequate compensation to the community of nations and
observance of agreed substantive and procedural rules," id., PV.1591 (30 Oct. 1968), at 8-10;
Trinidad: "We can see no alternative other than to declare the area to be the property of all
nations and to create supra-national arrangements for its exploitation and administration and
for the equitable and progressive distribution of its wealth," id., PV.1601 (6 Nov. 1968), at
64-65. On the previous day, the representative of Cyprus said that "the phrase 'for the good of
mandind' which all of us use and repeat.., must be more than a high-sounding phrase. It must
be practically applied under agreed principles to be implemented through an authority under
the aegis of the United Nations ... ," id., PV.1599 (5 Nov. 1968), at 16.
27 Ambassador Mendelevich said that the Soviet Union is "against the law of the jungle
on the ocean floor and the sea-bed," is in favor of having principles of international law apply,
considers that "generally recognized norms and the Charter of the United Nations already
apply" as well as several operative treaties, but to think that "the establishment of some sort of
common ownership by the whole of mankind could be in the true interest of all peoples of the
world would be to fall prey to illusions." He referred to the common heritage idea as a "rather
fuzzy concept" and said it disregarded "the objective realities of the present-day world." States
having different social systems and different systems of property ownership presently
"coexist." In socialist countries "everything belongs to the people, the whole people." In the
"imperialist States ownership is in the hands of those same monopolies which are the bearers of
the policies of colonialism and neo-colonialism." No matter how democratic the forms of
management of the common ownership might be, "the principal posts of command in such a
system would inevitably be in the hands of the capitalist monopolies of certain imperialist
Powers and the entire system, despite the pious wishes of its sponsors, would become just one
more mechanism for the enrichment of rapacious monopolies and the execution of
neo-colonialist policies." 23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/C.1/PV.1592 (31 Oct. 1968), at
12-17.
28 Ukrainian S.S.R.: id., PV.1596 (4 Nov. 1968), at 67; Poland: id., PV.1597 (4 Nov.
1968), at 37; Hungary: id., PV.1599 (5 Nov. 1968), at 57; Byelorussian S.S.R.: id., PV.1602 (7
Nov. 1968), at 48-51.
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General Assembly. 9 In the vote on Resolution 2467 C (XXIII), which
specifically requests a study of "appropriate international machinery,"
all of the developing countries (except Cambodia, China, Congo
[Brazzaville]., Cuba, Guinea, Jordan, Madagascar, Malawi, Sudan, Syria,
U.A.R., and Upper Volta) voted in favor against the Soviet bloc, with
Australia, Belgium, Canada, France, Israel, Italy, Luxemburg, New
Zealand, Portugal, South Africa, United Kingdom and United States
abstaining.3 0
In the draft statement of "agreed principles" put forward by the
Western group in the Ad Hoc Committee and reported in paragraph
88(b) of the Report, 3 there is no mention of "common heritage." As
this statement indicates the length to which the developed countries are
presently prepared to go, it is appropriate to reproduce it here. It reads
as follows:
(1) There is an area of the sea-bed and ocean floor and the subsoil
thereof, underlying the high seas, which lies beyond the limits of
national jurisdiction (hereinafter described as "this area");
(2) Taking into account relevant dispositions of international law,
there should be agreed a precise boundary for this area;
(3) There should be agreed, as soon as practicable, an international regime governing the exploitation of resources of this area;
(4) No State may claim or exercise sovereign rights over any part
of this area, and no part of it is subject to national appropriation by
claim of sovereignty, by use or occupation, or by any other means;
(5) Exploration and use of this area shall be carried on for the
benefit and in the interests of all mankind, taking into account the
special needs of the developing countries;
(6) This area shall be reserved exclusively for peaceful purposes;
(7) Activities in this area shall be conducted in accordance with
international law, includiag the Charter of the United Nations.
Activities in this area shall not infringe upon the freedoms of the high
seas.
This formation did not go far enough to suit the developing
countries, however. In the Ad Hoc Committee, they were unwilling to
resile from their own more extensive guidelines for an international
regime.
29 Ambassador Wiggins pointed out that a "search for consensus is required, for clearly
rules on the use of the deep ocean floor can be effective only if wide agreement among
interested States can be obtained." Id., PV.1590 (29 Oct. 1968), at 12. The United Kingdom
representative said: "we would-be well advised not to go into too many details at this stage
before the full implications may be entirely understood." Id., PV.1594 (1 Nov. 1968), at 61.
30 23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/PV.1752 (21 Dec. 1968), at 16-20.
31 23 UN GAOR Doc. A/7230 (1968), at 19.
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Their declaration, set out in paragraph 88(a) of the Report of the
Ad Hoc Committee 32 included assertions that the sea-bed and ocean
floor, and the subsoil thereof, are "the common heritage of mankind";
that exploration, use and exploitation "shall be carried on exclusively
for peaceful purposes," "for the benefit and in the interest of
mankind," and "in accordance with the principles and purposes of the
Charter of the United Nations and an international regime to be
established with the purpose of contributing to the maintenance of
international peace and security, the respect for the territorial integrity
of States and the interests of the coastal States, and the promotion of
economic development, particularly that of the developing countries,
whether coastal or land-locked." The international regime to be
established should also consider the application of benefits "through a
suitable international machinery" for the "economic, social, scientific
and technological progress of the developing countries." A list of
guidelines for the protection of the "rightful interests" of States was
also included. Among these was a provision that any activity "must
take into account the economic interests of the developing countries so
as not to be detrimental in particular to the activities undertaken within
the national jurisdiction of those countries."
During the discussion in the First Committee, many of the
developing countries expressed concern over the prospect that enterprises having the necessary technology and capital would develop and
market resources derived from the sea-bed in a manner that might
damage the economic interests of the developing countries, particularly
those dependent upon the export of the same commodities produced
within their own territories. 3 This factor, which as noted above is
included in the instructions to the Standing Committee, may well
constitute the most difficult aspect of any international regulatory
activities.
While the instructions and guidelines to the new Committee are in
the most general terms, it will benefit from the extensive discussions
regarding legal principles and norms at meetings of its predecessor
32 Id., at 17-19.
33 Argentina: 23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/C.1/PV.1594 (Nov. 1968), at 16;
Brazil: id., PV.1591 (30 Oct. 1968), at 11; Chile: id., PV.1602 (7 Nov. 1968), at 27; Costa
Rica: id., at 21-22; Honduras: id., PV.1600 (6 Nov. 1968), at 22; Colombia: id., at 66-67;
Indonesia: id., PV.1601 (6 Nov. 1968), at 42; Kuwait: id., PV.1598 (5 Nov. 1968), at 47-50;
Libya: id., PV.1597 (4 Nov. 1968), at 22-25; Ruwanda: id., PV.1595 (1 Nov. 1968), at 28-30.
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4 In
Committee and at both the 22nd and 23rd General Assemblies.
addition, there is a wealth of material available in Reports of the
Secretary General and of UN agencies. In discharging its tasks the new
Committee will take account of this background data, particularly the
views expressed in the last General Assembly.' I
There appears to have been a measure of consensus on some points
in the last General Assembly, but there were many disagreements on
fundamentals apart from the concept of "common heritage" mentioned
above. There were, for example, indications that "exploitation ... for
the benefit of mankind" must be interpreted to mean exploitation for
the benefit of the developing countries. Certainly, there was great
concern that the developed countries will run off with whatever wealth
can be discovered. As Ambassador Amerasinghe of Ceylon said:
It is a commonplace in modern life that technological and financial

capacity exist togehter and that he who has one has both. The
developing nations have neither. They must rely on the developed
nations, and especially the most powerful nations for support and
active cooperation if their expectations are to be realized, their
apprehensions overcome and their steady economic advance assured. It
is not self-abnegation and altruism that is asked of the economically
and technologically advanced nations, but a rational policy that will

spare the world another experience of competitive colonial expansion
which, though not directed at the political subjugation of peoples and
territories, might well result in their economic subjugation.3 6

The representative of Yugoslavia expressed the view that most
countries expect that the process of setting up the legal status for the
34 22 UN GAOR provisional Docs. A/C.1/PV.1515, 1516 (1 Nov. 1967), 1524-1530 (8
Nov.-16 Nov. 1967), 1542, 1543 (7 Dec. 1967); 23 UN GAOR provisional Docs. A/C.1/PV.
1588-1605 (28 Oct.-11 Nov. 1968), 1646-1650 (18-20 Dec. 1968). At the 23rd General
Assembly, statements were made by 79 countries. A list of these, with references to the records
where their statements appear, is available upon request to the author.
35 For a list of documents of the Ad Hoc Committee, see House Report 1957, at
116-118. Note particularly the views of governments collected in UN GAOR Docs. A/AC.135/1
(11 March 1968) and Adds. 1-9 (12 March-25 July, 1968), and summarized in A/AC.135/12
(7June 1968); the Secretariat's Note on Economic Implications, A]AC.135/14 (11 June 1968);
the Study prepared by the Secretariat on Legal Aspects, A/AC.135/19 (21 June 1968); draft
resolutions submitted by the USSR, India, the United States, Tanzania, A/AC.135/20, 21, 25,
26 and 27 (20 June-2 July 1968); Secretariat paper on Military Uses, A/AC.135/28 (10 July
1968); Belgian proposal for a Standing Committee, A/AC.135/29 (14 Aug. 1968) and 29 Rev.1
(29 Aug. 1968); Statements by the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee, A/AC.135/32 (23
Aug. 1968) and A/AC.135/35 (27 Aug. 1968); draft resolution submitted by the United States,
A/AC.135/33 (26 Aug. 1968); and the Working Paper on a draft Declaration of General
Principles proposed by Argentina and 14 other developing countries, A/AC.135/36 (28 Aug.

1968).
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sea-bed and ocean floor and their subsoil and the activities of States
"will prevent the supremacy of interests of the most developed
countries."' ' And the delegate from Ghana referred to the "formidable

task" in organizing the "common heritage for the benefit of all." He
went on to say:
How can the exploitation of the deep ocean floor be carried out for the

benefit of the people of Ghana for example? It is no comfort to me to
tell me that I have a share in the gold lying scores of fathom fives under
the deep blue sea when I cannot dig the gold under my feet. Therefore,
if the theme of universal benefit which runs through the Ad Hoc
Committee's report is to have any practical meaning, new concepts of
international initiative in economic exploitation will have to be worked
out. 3 8
All were apparently in agreement that the area beyond national
jurisdiction must be used exclusively for "peaceful purposes," as this
principle is enshrined in Resolution 2467 A (XXIII), where the new
Committee is called upon to study appropriate "reservations" for the
achievement of this objective. There was no consensus, however,
regarding the meaning of this expression. Some insisted that it required
a complete absence of military activity on the ocean floor. 4 Others
that it did not preclude measures permitted by the Charter, such as
defensive activities. As the Canadian representative said:
....the Canadian delegation wholeheartedly supports the proposal

that the area in question, as yet undetermined, should be reserved
exclusively for peaceful purposes. We are aware that the term "peaceful
purposes" is open to more than one interpretation. We do not interpret
the phrase as prohibiting all military uses. While we strongly oppose
military installations for offensive purposes, we have reservations about
the desirability of precluding the use of the sea-bed adjacent to a
coastal State for purely defensive purposes. In sum, we consider that
the exploitation and use of the sea-bed and the ocean floor beyond the
limits of national jurisdiction should be carried out in a manner
40
consistent with the United Nations Charter.
36

23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/C.l/PV.1588 (28 Oct. 1968), at 63.

37 Id., PV.1593 (31 Oct. 1968), at 52.
38

Id., PV.1594 (1Nov. 1968), at 29-30.

39 For a general review see Amerasinghe (Ceylon), id., PV.1588 (28 Oct. 1968), at

61-62. The USSR were particularly insistent on the proscription of all military activities on the
sea-bed outside territorial waters: id., PV.1592 (31 Oct. 1968), at 6; PV.1603 (8 Nov. 1968), at
22-25; PV.1605 (11 Nov. 1968) at 41-55; 23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/PV.1752 (21 Dec.
1968), at 26. See also the United Arab Republic, 23 UN GAOR provisional Doc.
A/C.1/PV.1593 (31 Oct. 1968), at 62; Yugoslavia, id., at 65; Philippines, id., PV.1597 (4 Nov.
1968), at 76; Iraq, id., PV.1599 (5 Nov. 1968), at 51; Cameroon, id., PV.1601 (6 Nov. 1968),
at 78.
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Some delegates urged that agreement be reached on principles
before the structure of an international regime is worked out or before
the "precise boundary" of national jurisdiction is determined. 4 Others
considered that the determination of relevant principles required much
further study and should be left to the Standing Committee to work
out; 4 2 others, notably Ceylon and Malta as reported above, that the
establishment of international machinery to prevent a neo-colonialist
race to exploit the sea-bed is so urgent that this must take precedence
4
over the formulation of legal principles. 1
An indication of the exasperation felt by some of the developing
countries appears in the following passages from the speech of
Ambassador Ramani of Malaysia:
While paying its highest tribute to the representative of Malta on the
collection, collation and presentation of pioneering material in this
field, my delegation, in common with every other, is by the same token
apprehensive that he has opened the door to the littoral States'
indulging in the pursuit of the greatest good not to the greatest number
but to themselves. His exhaustive-I had almost said exhaustingstatement in this Committee at the last session has opened wide another
Pandora's box of international rivalry in which, in common with the
pattern of international development, the rich nations will grow richer
and the poor nations poorer-and among the latter I include those
victims of geography-the land-locked States ....
I am acutely conscious of the limitations of international law as
governing, or even persuasively regulating, the conduct of States. Search
as one will among the accepted sources of international law, one will
search in vain for any set of propositions. There is no agreed principle
except this: that each State ought to have respect for the dignity and
independence and regard for the needs and requirements of other
States. Even for that basic principle there is no common ground. Each
State applies the principle in its own way and, as the law relating to the
territorial sea, more than any other, demonstrates, each will apply it
differently. So long as one's own domestic law can be depended upon
to declare with conviction what is good for itself, and that indeed is the
essence of national sovereignty, the pursuit of uniformity in an area
40

Id., PV.1599 (5 Nov. 1968), at 28. See also, United States, id., PV.1590 (29 Oct.

1968), at 13.
41 Chile, id., PV.1601 (6 Nov. 1968), at 86.
U.S.S.R., id., PV.1603 (8 Nov. 1968), at 36; Poland, id., PV.1597 (4 Nov. 1968), at
id., PV.1598 (5 Nov. 1968), at 16; Hungary, id., PV.1599 (5 Nov.
Czechoslovakia,
37-38;
1968), at 57; Byelorussia S.S.R., id., PV.1602 (7 Nov. 1968), at 48-51; Ireland, id., PV.1595 (1
42

Nov. 1968), at 13-14.
43 Ceylon, id., PV.1588 (28 Oct. 1968), at 68-72; Malta, id., PV.1589 (29 Oct. 1968),

at 23-30.
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which necessarily infringes the principles and practice of international
law is very much the pursuit of a mirage ....

The Ad Hoc Committee's report ... is not only a compendium of the
complexities to which I have referred; it illustrates also, as nothing else

that I can say will, the art of linguistic pragmatism which in the field of
international law proscribes the offensive practice of using excessively
clear language, lest the attempt, however necessary, of finding a
compromise between antagonistic positions should create more antagonisms ....
The draft declaration of general principles, I am afraid, is too general to
permit of its applicability to particular cases; and the draft statement of
agreed principles is neither agreed nor capable of practical agreement. 4 4

Proposals for an International Regime
Although the broad subject of an international regime to govern
exploration, exploitation and use of the resources of the sea-bed
beyond national jurisdiction necessarily involved a range of legal
principles or norms, the basic issue on which the First Committee
divided was one of organization. From the discussion of this subject, it
is clear that developing countries, lacking the technology and other
resources required for operations on the ocean floor, look to the United
Nations as a supranational authority to safeguard their interests in what
they consider a common heritage.4 5
Although proposals for an international institution to regulate
exploitation were discussed at length in the Ad Hoc Committee and had
been previously proposed by several governments, Venezuela and
Kuwait were the first formally to take any such initiative in the First
Committee. 4 6 They proposed that the draft resolution to establish the
Standing Committee be amended by adding a provision instructing the
Committee
(c)To examine the establishment of international machinery for the
exploration and exploitation of the resources of this area, in accordance

with the principles mentioned in the previous two sub-paragraphs, and
the use of these resources in the interests of mankind, and especially
those of developing countries, including the land-locked countries,
44 id., PV.1600 (6 Nov. 1968), at 57, 61-62.

45 See Yugoslavia, id., PV.1593 (31 Oct. 1968), at 51; Venezuela, id., at 67; Turkey,
(4 Nov. 1968), at 13-15; Libya, id., PV.1597 (4 Nov. 1968), at 3; Cyprus, id.,
PV.1596
id.,
PV.1599 (5 Nov. 1968), at 16; Algeria, id., at 47; Liberia, id., PV.1600 (6 Nov. 1968), at 38-41
Jamaica, id., PV'1601 (6 Nov. 1968), at 48; Trinidad, id., at 64-65, 67, 68, 73.
46 Venezuela, id., PV.1593 (31 Oct. 1968), at 68-70; Kuwait, id., PV.1598 (5 Nov.
1968), at 47-50 (announcing also that Saudi Arabia had become a co-sponsor); Venezuela, id.,

PV.1602 (7 Nov. 1968), at 38-41.
47 23 UN GAOR Doc. A/C.I/L.426 (30 Oct. 1968).
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In introducing this amendment, Ambassador Zuloaga of Venezuela
said that the recognition of a region beyond national jurisdiction must
be linked to "some international machinery which will ensure or
facilitate the exploitation of that region for the benefit of mankind,
and particularly for the developing countries, including the land-locked
countries." 4 "
In expressing the support of Kuwait, the representative of that
country affirmed that the question of "the international legal regime
which is to govern this area is clcsely linked to that of the international
machinery which is to be established for using those resources in the
interest of mankind, especially in the interest of the developing
countries.

49

It was the Netherlands, however, which elaborated on the need for
an appropriate institution. After referring to a "model" international
regime submitted by it in March 1968, its representative explained:
The basic premise of the Netherlands proposal is that exploitation
under the sovereign rights of either the nearest coastal State or the
State which first undertakes the exploitation will put those countries
which are unfavourably situated or technologically less-developed at a
disadvantage. In the report of the Economic and Technical Working
Group it is pointed out that the great majority of countries, in
particular developing and land-locked countries, are, for technical,
financial and other reasons, not in a position to participate actively in
the exploitation of those resources.
Under the envisaged "model" presented by the Netherlands Government, the United Nations itself would not engage in the exploitation,
but would grant concessions to States which would act as "administering authority" in respect of any exploitation concession they might
in turn grant to enterprises; a "government take" would be levied by
the United Nations from the concessionary State for the benefit of
developing countries. In this way, appropriate provisions would be
made for the transfer to the developing areas of the world of a
reasonable share of the revenues accruing from the exploitation of the
ocean floor .... This is a pressing problem indeed since continuation of

exploitation by right of "occupation" can result only in an undesirable
and fateful situtation to which many previous speakers have already
alluded.5 o

Strong support for "some kind of institutionalized international
supervision or regulation" was also expressed by Sweden and several
48

49
50

23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/C.1/PV.1593 (31 Oct. 1968), at 67.
Id., PV.1598 (5 Nov. 1968), at 46.
Id., PV.1595 (1 Nov. 1968), at 22.
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other States.'
During the debate, the Venezuelan/Kuwait proposal
gathered support, but also encountered resistance, notably from the
Soviet bloc, the members of which said they could not possibly accept
the concept of common ownership or an international institution to
administer or regulate the activities on the sea-bed.' 2 Despite many
pleas of supporters of the resolution for the Standing Committee to
abandon this effort at this time, Venezuela and Kuwait (joined by
Saudi Arabia and Niger and supported by many others) stuck to their
guns and insisted on an immediate study of institutionalized regulation.
Yielding to the wishes of many of the 66 sponsors of the Standing
Committee proposals, they abandoned their effort to amend L.425 and
introduced a substitute (L.441) on November 11, sponsored by 39
developing countries, to request the Secretary General (in place of the
Standing Committee) to study the question of "establishing in due time
appropriate international machinery" for promoting exploration, exploitation and use "in the interests of mankind ... taking into special
consideration the interests and needs of the developing countries ... "
and to report thereon to the Standing Committee for consideration
during one of its sessions in 1969.' 3
It was this last proposal which was eventually carried by the vote
of 85 to 9, with 25 abstentions, mentioned above. To indicate the
division this caused in the UN membership, it will be noted that all of
the Latin American States voted for it, (including Barbados, Jamaica
and Trinidad and Tobaco); all of the Asian States, except Jordan and
Syria; and all of the African States, with the exception of Congo
(Brazzaville), Guinea, Madagascar, Malawi, the Sudan, the United Arab
Republic and Upper Volta. Of the Western group 12 voted in favor and
11 abstained. All of the Soviet bloc voted against it, except Cuba,
which abstained.
This vote does not, of course, indicate how votes might eventually
be cast on the type of institution that might be established, on whether
it should exercise dominion over the resources of the sea-bed and
subsoil and license their exploitation and use, on whether it should
merely operate a registry of claims and provide procedures for settling
disputes, or even on whether there should be any institution at all.
51 Id., PV.1596 (4 Nov. 1968), at 28-30. For "other States" see Note 45, above.
52 USSR, id., PV.1592 (31 Oct. 1968), at 16-20; Ukrainian S.S.R., id., PV.1596 ( 4
Nov. 1968), at 67; Poland, id., PV.1597 (4 Nov. 1968), at 37; Bulgaria, id., PV.1598 (5 Nov.
1968) at 57; Byelorussian S.S.R., id., PV.1602 (7 Nov. 1968), at 53.
53 23 UN GAOR Doc. A/C.1/L.441, (11 Nov. 1968).
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The vote does, however, evidence a determination by the
developing countries to establish their claim that the development of
these resources redound in considerable measure to their enrichment,
that economic injury to themselves be prevented, that the concept of
common heritage be recognized, and that their interests generally be
protected and accorded major consideration. To what extent the
developed countries will yield to their demands cannot yet be
determined. Support for L.441 was registered by Austria, Denmark,
Finland, Iceland, Japan, Netherlands, Norway, Spain and Sweden.
Yugoslavia voted in favor.'5 Perhaps others who abstained in the vote
will later give way to pressures within both the Standing Committee
and the General Assembly. Much will doubtless depend upon the
attitude of the United States, although at the present time the
opposition of the Soviet bloc appears firm and States actively
concerned with the development of their offshore resources, such as
Australia, Canada, France, Italy, New Zealand, South Africa and the
United Kingdom, are not likely to yield unless their rights under the
1958 Convention on the Continental Shelf are properly safeguarded.
Having now been instructed to prepare for submission to the
Standing Committee in 1969 a report on "appropiate international
machinery" for promoting exploration and exploitation and for the use
of sea-bed and subsoil resources, the UN Secretariat will doubtless
review various possibilities, ranging from a licensing agency to a registry
of claims, and probably including also procedures for the settlement of
disputes.' Doubtless, also, efforts will be renewed at the next General
Assembly to promote the establishment of aninstitution empowered to
determine who can explore and exploit, on what terms, what revenue
should be extracted, and how it should be distributed. One possiblity,
as already indicated, is that support for such an institution will depend
upon the extent to which agreement can be reached on "a precise
boundary" for the area which lies beyond "the limits of national
jurisdiction." Some of the discussions on that question in the last
General Assembly will now be noted.
The Limits of National Jurisdiction
When the establishment of the 35-nation Ad Hoc Committee was
considered in the 22nd General Assembly, it was agreed that its
54 23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/PV.1752 (21 Dec. 1968), at 16-20.
55 For a licensing agency, see Netherlands, note 50 above; Cyprus 23 UN GAOR
provisional Doc. A/C.I/PV.1599 (5 Nov. 1968), at 16. A registry was mentioned by Norway as
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mandate should be limited to "the sea-bed and the ocean floor, and the
subsoil thereof, underlying the high seas beyond the limits of present
5
national jurisdiction" and that there is an area beyond such limits. 6
There was not then, nor has there been at any time since, any consensus
regarding the location of such limits.
This subject was one of the main issues during the First
Committee debates in the 23rd General Assembly. At the very outset,
the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee, after referring to the
importance of approving a declaration of principles, said:
There is the equally important and parallel question of the determination of the precise area to which these principles should apply. The
objection may well be raised that unless we know the area in which we
are attempting to regulate international activity, any set of principles
would be of purely academic interest and value; that we are putting the
cart before the horse. It is difficult to decide in this instance which is
the cart and which the horse. But, I should say, applying a different
simile, that a declaration of principles without determination of the
area within which they are to be valid is like laying a rail track
completely equipped with sleepers and signals but with only one rail.
We must not defer indefinitely the settlement of the question of the
precise limits of the area which we are attempting to keep clear of
military installations or free from military use or reserved for
exclusively peaceful purposes and the resources of which we wish to
exploit in the interests of mankind. The definition of the limits of this
area is inextricably linked with an examination of the provisions of the
Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf. It cannot be separated
from the review of that Convention. We are fully mindful of the special
problems of certain countries in regard to this aspect of the question
but any suggestion that we must address ourselves to the question does
not in the least imply that we are indifferent to those problems.

a possibility, id., PV.1593 (31 Oct. 1968), at 22. Yugoslavia referred to "an international
regime within the framework of the United Nations in which all countries would take part of a
footing of equality." Such a regime would settle "the question of the exploration and
exploitation of the sea-bed and ocean floor and their subsoil," id., at 51. In opposing a
discussion of "superstructure before the foundation is laid," Ambassador Denorme of Belgium,
who had been the prime mover behind the proposals for the Standing Committee, said that the
word "regime" in the draft resolution (L.425) meant "legal principles and norms." Before
considering "international machinery" further study would be required, id., PV.1602 (7 Nov.
1968), at 13-15. In the view of Canada, the term "legal regime" is ambiguous. The Committee
should consider all possibilities, but it was noted that States find it easier to agree upon
principles than upon "machinery." The record on the compulsory adjudication of disputes
indicates "the caution with which many states view any development which might conceivably
be construed as an infringement of their sovereignty." Id., PV.1599 (5 Nov. 1968), at 29-31.
56 UN Res. 2340 (XXII) (18 Dec. 1967).
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On the contrary, any review might well produce results that will prove
even more beneficial to those countries than the present ambiguity and
uncertainty that surround this matter. It is important that action be
initiated without delay for the convening of a third conference on the
law of the sea at the earliest and most appropriate date with the express
purpose of reconciling any provisions of international law relating to
the continental shelf with the objectives of the item before us.' '
In the view of Sweden, which is a party of the 1958 Convention
on the Continental Shelf, immediate determination of "exact boundaries" is "imperative." Until such determination is made, there should
be a "freeze" or moratorium of national claims. The representative of
that Country said on this subject:
We find it imperative that the Committee to be set up make it one of its
first tasks to work out proposals for a solution of the problem of
establishing exact boundaries. It will be necessary in this context to
take into account existing international law, including in particular the
Geneva Convention which must perhaps be amended so as to avoid all
ambiguity as to its proper interpretation. We do not believe that the
Committee could carry out its mandate satisfactorily without making
progress regarding this basic problem.
Pending such agreement on precise boundaries we should like to stress
again how important it is that in the meantime States refrain from any
action which would impair the extent of the area presently beyond the
limits of national jurisdiction. We called last year for a 'gentlemen's
agreement' on the freeze of national claims to the sea-bed and the
ocean floor. We continue to think that some such agreement or
moratorium is called for. It may indeed be more urgent than last year
since, otherwise, States in the, light of our deliberations might be
tempted to extend unduly the areas now under their national
jurisdiction. We wish in this context to say that the concept of
adjacency contained in the Geneva Convention on the continental shelf
should be interpreted restrictively. This concept precludes in our view
all excessive claims based on the present wording of that Convention
and helps avoiding that the establishment in due time of the precise
boundary be prejudiced by prior exploitation of the natural resources
of the ocean floor by coastal States. 5 8
A "stop" to national claims was supported by Cyprus, China,

57 23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/C.1/PV.1588 (28 Oct. 1968), at 68-71. Ceylon has
signed, but has not ratified, the 1958 Convention on the Continental Shelf (T.I.A.S. No. 5578).
58 23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/C.I/PV.1596 (4 Nov. 1968), at 28-30.
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Finland, Jamaica, Liberia, Libya, Trinidad, Tunisia and Spain.' ' In the
view of Cyprus, which is not a party to the 1958 Convention:
First, we must set in motion the machinery for defining the boundaries
of the areas reserved for mankind. Unless we have a definition of those
boundaries we shall not know what are the areas that are going to be
explored and exploited for the benefit of mankind. Therefore, we must
define the boundaries of the areas reserved for mankind and the costal areas coming exclusively within national jurisdictions. But the problem arises of what is the extent of such areas. There may be those who
would extend claims to exclusive appropriation beyond the continental shelf, so as to include the continental slope and the continental rise.
But it is in those areas that most of the resources are now to be found,
the resources which could be exploited, perhaps within a reasonable
time, for the benefit of mankind.
There unfortunately exists a great deal of ambiguity in the Continental
Shelf Convention making the limits of the shelf dependent upon
technological progress in explorability and the relevant capabilities for
such exploration. However, on a point of law and equity, one might
well ask by what right a State can claim exploration beyond the
continental shelf and at a considerable distance for its shores, merely by
reason of the fact that it has the capacity to explore. Law and equity,
no less than the general interests of the world community, would
dictate that national jurisdiction should be limited in extent, allowing
an area for mankind as large as possible. We are aware that differences
in the size of shelves do exist. Some nations have extensive continental
shelves, others do not. We realize that some States are single islands,
large or small-like my own; others are groups of islands, and still others
have extensive continental coasts. We realize the complexity of defining
those boundaries. But it can well be done with justice to all. This is a
task which the United Nations and the General
Assembly, as represent6
ing the world community, must set in motion. 1

There were others who appeared to disagree with the idea of a
"freeze" or moratorium. While considering delimitation an urgent issue,
the representative of Iceland said that his Government considers that
"every State has the right to claim sovereignty for exploration and
exploitation of the resources of the continental shelf adjacent to its

coast, out to a distance such as that stipulated by the 1958 Geneva
Continental Shelf Convention and confirmed by States in principle.
59 Cyprus, id., PV.1599 (5 Nov. 1968), at 21; China, id..
PV.1591 (30 Oct. 1968), at
51; Finland, id., PV.1597 (4 Nov. 1968), at 84, Libya, id., at 27; Liberia, id., PV.1600 (6 Nov.
1968), at 38, Jamaica, id., PV.1601 (6 Nov. 1968), at 47; Trinidad, id., at 71; Tunisia, id., at
32; Spain, id., at 32.
60 Id., PV.1599 (5 Nov. 1968), at 17-20.
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Technological progress has, however, made it imperative that a
definitive boundary line be drawn where national jurisdiction ends and
the international area begins." ' 6I
Even Ambassador Pardo considered that a "freeze" would go too
far:
Last year we suggested that it was most important to freeze claims to
sovereignty over the sea-bed and ocean floor beyond present national
jurisdiction until a clear definition of the continental shelf was
formulated. We still believe that this is a most important point which
we cannot continue to ignore. At the same time we recognize that in a
situation where present claims to sovereignty or exclusive jurisdiction
with regard to the sea-bed range vary widely in scope, a call for an
outright freeze of the present position may not be entirely equitable.
We should accordingly favour a formula recalling that adjacency to the
coast is one of the criteria determining the area of the sea-bed under
national jurisdiction and urging all Member States to refrain from
actions that might unduly impair the extent of the area beyond the
present limits of national jurisdiction.
Such a formula has greater flexibility than an outright freeze and we
hope that it will be more widely acceptable.
The existence of an area of the sea-bed and ocean floor, underlying the
high seas beyond the limits of present national jurisdiction, must be
noted and the need to proceed with all deliberate speed to the
definition of this area, taking into account the relevant provisions of
international law must be stressed ..... it should not prove too
difficult to reach unanimous agreement on the minimum ..... extent
of the area beyond present national jurisdiction. This could very well be
authoritatively determined before agreement is reached on the exact
limits of the continental shelf subject to limited national sovereignty. 6 2
The extent of sovereign rights over the sea-bed areas adjacent to
the coasts particularly exercised speakers from Latin America. It will be
recalled that all of the countries of this region, together with the United
States, at Ciudad Trujillo in 1956 agreed that the "sea-bed and subsoil
of the continental shelf, continental and insular terrace, or other
submarine areas, adjacent to the coastal State, outside the area of the
territorial sea ... appertain exclusively to that State and are subject to
its jurisdiction and control ' 6 ' and that the International Committee on
61

Id., PV.1589 (29 Oct. 1968), at 33-35.

62 Id., at 26-27.
63

1955-1957 Inter-American Juridical Yearbook 261 (Pan Am Union 1958).
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the Nomenclature of Ocean Bottom Features defined "continental
terrace" as "the zone around the continents, extending from the
low-water line, to the base of the continental slope." 6 4 It is not
surprising, therefore, that Latin American States continue to stress the
rights of coastal States over the resources on and under adjacent
submarine areas.
Thus, the representative of Argentina, referring to his country's
long coast line on the South Atlantic and "the very wide continental
shelf" that belongs to it "in accordance with international law in
force," emphasized the need for "great prudence before taking final
steps that might later create more problems than solutions." He did not
believe that the time had come "to lay down policies, make specific
recommendations or elaborate definitions." Doubtless, he said, those
steps would be taken in due course, once the new technology had been
analyzed, the positions of the various countries appraised, and the need
determined to make changes.6 5
He also stressed his country's opposition to what he characterized
as "an untoward claim . . . to define, or more precisely establish, the
limits of the sea-bed and ocean floor in the high seas beyond national
jurisdiction." In his view there should be a very careful analysis to see
whether the concepts of the Geneva Convention do not already provide
a sufficiently precise definition. Furthermore, he did not consider that
"sufficiently advanced results in the techniques of economic exploitation" had yet been achieved so as "to allow us lightly to set aside a
concept that is deeply imbedded in customary international law, a
concept which we believe adequately protects the rights of the coastal
State without thereby affecting the system in force for the high
seas."

6

6

In conclusion, he said:
In order'to avoid ambiguities, we feel that it is imperative to point out
that the terms of reference and the competence of this Assembly as set
forth in resolution 2340 (XXII) relate to the solid floor of the sea and
the ocean; in other words, the submerged terrestrial surface and the
subsoil thereof under the high seas and beyond present national

64
65
66

UN Doc. A/CONF. 13/37 (1958), at 40.
23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/C.1/PV.1594 (1 Nov. 1968), at 8-10.
Id., at 21.
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jurisdictions. Therefore the continental shelf in its widest concept must
be totally excluded from that competence. 6 7
The Latin American position had on the previous day been more
fully elaborated by Uruguay, which expressed considerable concern
regarding the initiative taken by Malta, because of its effect on the
economic development of coastal States. Addressing himself to the legal
status of the sea-bed, the Uruguayan representative said that any
analysis must be based on the 1958 Convention. 6 8 That document, he
said, accepts two criteria: "one, set and invariable, determined by the
depth of the waters covering the sea-bed; and the other variable and
elastic, based on the possible progress of submarine technology, which
allows us to move the attributes of national sovereignty towards more
vast regions, as long as it is possible to reach them through the use and
application of new knowledge and technology of engineering, in order
to ensure extraction of the natural resources."
Referring to the Report of the Ad Hoc Committee, he said that a
distinction was there proposed between the "continental shelf" and the
"continental slope," based on the angle of inclination of the slope.
Although it was said that the difference is due to geological and
topographical definitions of the sea-bed, and in no way prejudges the
legal connotations which some may have applied to them in different
contexts, "it is obvious that the acceptance of this criteria implies the
setting up of a limitation to the field of application of the Geneva
agreements, which refer to the national rights over the continental
shelf."
Even in its strictly technical and geographical meaning, the
application of this criterion, he said, might suggest a modification of
the scope and extension of the Convention, since the distinction is not
made in it and the sovereign rights of a State are merely conditioned on
the possibilities of exploitation of the submarine floor. It is for this
reason, he continued, that Uruguay
shares the reservations of. . .Argentine and considers that this point
of fundamental importance must be the subject of a direct and prior
analysis in order that we may know the precise field of application of
67 Id., at 26. Argentina has signed, but has not ratified, the 1958 Convention on the
Continental Shelf.
68 Uruguay has signed, but has not ratified, the 1958 Convention on the Continental
Shelf.
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the international jurisdiction proposed and what is to be left under the
jurisdiction and sovereignty of the coastal States. 69
The "continental slope," it was said, "might become a bone of
contention for some," since its juridical status has no "sufficiently
precise definition." There are some who contend that the definition of
"continental shelf' in the Geneva Convention should be interpreted
restrictively and "should be used exclusively for the geological
formation whose characterization and definition are generally accepted." There are others "which admit the applicability of the Geneva
Convention in a wider sense extending it to those submarine zones
beyond the 2500 metre depth line." It appears to be the position of
Uruguay that coastal States:
possess very clearly defined rights of two types: first the right to
exercise effective national sovereignty over the bed and the subsoil of
the sea to a depth of 200 metres; second, a potential sovereignty, whose
effectiveness and applicability is conditioned by the possibilities which
may be opened up for scientific progress.
However, both possess the same essence and they are only different
because of one conditional and suspensive element which, when
fulfilled will determine the attribution of full rights and powers to the
coastal State concerned ....
The fourth Convention of Geneva has already been signed and ratified
by a sufficient number of countries and has therefore become a legal
instrument in force and applicable to the parties which have ratified it.
This being the case, anything which, directly or indirectly, implies a
conceptual amendment must be the result of an international agreement with powers to make such an amendment.' I
While supporting the view expressed by Cyprus that "action be
initiated without delay for the convening of a third conference on the
law of the sea at the earliest and most appropriate date" and the
Maltese proposal for "a special international system applicable to the
sea-bed and ocean floor under the aegis of the United Nations,"
concern was expressed regarding the application of benefits from
international regulation in priority to the development of neighboring
"continental areas that form ... regional complexes." This point was
elaborated as follows:
This idea that I am outlining is not intended to deprive the world as a
whole of those benefits that would flow from the new and incalculable
69

23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/C.I/PV.1593 (31 Oct. 1968), at 32-36.

70 Id., at 36-37.
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wealth is undertaken, it should begin with those who are watching this
wealth develop from the very coastlines of the sea, strangled by their
own difficulties. We include among these ideas the landlocked countries
which, although they do not possess access to the sea, have an equal
right to share in that wealth.
In other words, an adequate proportion of the resources flowing from
the exploitation of the reserved areas, or those regions which it is
decided to reserve for the jurisdiction of the international organization,
should be used to promote the social and cultural development of the
peoples of the region neighbouring on those sources, and that the
system that might be created should become an element that would
place all those people geographically closest to those regions of wealth,
and as far as their needs require, in a position to achieve the goal of
progress whereby to overcome their present situation of underdevelopment. 1
The necessity of protecting the interests of coastal States was
developed further by Costa Rica. In their view the littoral State should
"exercise effective control over the exploitation of the sea-bed and
ocean floor and the subsoil thereof in an area adjacent to the
continental shelf." This, it is said, would be "of direct benefit to the
coastal State and, by logical extension, to mankind as a whole; for the
coastal State is not going to exercise complete and exclusive sovereignty
7 2
in that area, but rather an adequate control."
In 1949 Costa Rica (which has signed the Convention on the
Continental Shelf, but has not ratified it) by a decree-law designated a
protective zone beyond the continental shelf for the purpose of
preventing "improper exploitation of its natural resources that would
prejudice the economy of the nation and of the American continent."
Subsequently, it joined the Santiago Declaration of 1952 solely, it said,
for the purpose of establishing their special competence "to protect the
legitimate interests of Costa Rica in the living resources of the sea and
to prevent any abusive exploitation that would destroy them."
Reference was also made to a statement of the Inter-American Juridical
Committee in July 1965 regarding a zone "adjacent to the high seas,
where the coastal State holds a special interest in the maintenance of
the productivity of the living resources of the sea and a preferential
right to exploit them, and is thus empowered to adopt necessary
71
72

Id., at 42.
Id., PV.1602 (7 Nov. 1968), at 21.
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measures designed to assure the conservation of such resources."
7
(Emphasis added.) 1
These assertions of coastal State control make it clear that Latin
American States will resist efforts within the United Nations, or at a
Conference, to establish a "narrow shelf" and international regulation
and control beyond it. The Costa Rican delegate said that control by
the coastal State "over the exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed
and ocean floor and the subsoil thereof. . . in a zone adjacent to its
territorial sea and continental shelf" is the only way to guarantee
protection and conservation of the natural resources in this area. By
exercising its right of control, the coastal State will not only benefit
itself but "all mankind."' The logic is faulty, but the message is clear.
Also of significance as regards the position of Latin American
States is the statement made by Ambassador Benites of Ecuador.
Benites had been Chairman of the Legal Working Group in the Ad Hoc
Committee and was thus aware of current legal thinking. He describes
his statement as containing "a list of difficulties" rather than "a bundle
of solutions."'7
Nevertheless, he provides a useful analysis of the
meaning of some of the terms used in the discussions, notably the key
phrase "national jurisdiction." That, he says, turns on the meaning of
"continental shelf." Although Ecuador has ratified the 1958 Convention, the definition in Article 1 is taken as governing the extent of
national jurisdiction beyond its territorial waters. The first obstacle
encountered in this definition, he says, is the difference between the
legal concept of the continental shelf and the "technical or scientific
concept." The latter he finds in a UN document 7 6 which served as a
working paper for the Technical Working Group of the Ad Hoc
Committee. Apparently a new concept of "shelf" is emerging, one that
is not based on depth but on the geological formation of the earth's
crust 7

The legal concept, he points out, refers to the submarine areas
"adjacent to the coast." What is the meaning of "adjacent?" He refers

73 Id., at 22.
74

Id.

75 Id., Pv.1594 (1 Nov. 1968), at 33-35.
76 UN Doc. E/4449.
77 23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/C.I/PV.1594 (1 Nov. 1968), at 37.
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to "continuity of the coast" and to "contiguity," but does not answer
the question. He merely, he says, continues to list his difficulties and to
put them before the Committee, adding that no decision can be taken
at this stage. More preparatory work is called for.7 I
Nevertheless, he does consider several suggestions that. have been
made regarding the width of the shelf. First, he refers to, and rejects,
the concept that "the average widths of the continental shelf all over
the world" be taken. Secondly, that a "more or less arbitrary depth" be
adopted. He also rejects this. A third possibility, he says, would be "to
extend prudently the marine surface for a certain number of miles and
consider as the shelf all the soil lying beneath." After rejecting all of
these proposals, as well as the "so-called middle-line doctrine" and
"lines of regional exploitation," he concludes that his delegation "could
not accept any delimiting criteria." In their view "we cannot establish
limits at this time." All that can now be done is to "accept the
existence" of a zone of national jurisdiction and "call for technical,
legal and other studies on it, so that in due course we may arrive at a
delimitation of the zone." 7
The Latin American States are not alone, however, in asserting
rights with respect to sea-bed areas adjacent to their coasts. While
recognizing the need to delimit the area beyond the national jurisdiction of coastal States, Australia, for example, which is a party to the
1958 Convention, pointed out that they "and other countries have
legislated in good faith for the exploitation of their continental shelves"
on the basis of rights and obligations under the 1958 Convention.8 0
Canada (a signatory of, but not a party to, the Convention) observed
that it is obviously "beyond the powers of this Committee or the
General Assembly to grant to the proposed standing committee judicial
78 Id., at 38-401.
79 Id., at 41-42. The representatives of Chile and Peru referred to the Santiago

Declaration of 1952 by which those countries, together with Ecuador, asserted "exclusive
sovereignty and jurisdiction over 200 marine miles counting from the coast line," including the
soil and subsoil of this region (Chile, Id., PV.1601, at 88-90). The representative of Peru
referred to the bearing which this "concept of the extension of maritime jurisdiction" has on
"the economic life of the countries which uphold it." They are developing countries and the
welfare of their peoples "depends totally on the resources of the sea for their food and their
industrial activities." They have "preferential rights over the sea" and these "must be
respected" (id., PV.1597, at 51).
80 Id., PV.1589 (29 Oct. 1968), at 48.
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or quasi-judicial powers actually to determine the extent of the
jurisdiction of any given State or group of States." Their representative
went on to say:
A number of delegations have suggested that an international conference might be required to work out agreed principles for the
delimitation of the area beyond national jurisdiction. The Canadian
delegation has an open mind on that proposal but wishes to emphasize
that any such conference should be preceded by careful preparatory
studies, including studies by experts, in order to ensure the likelihood
of agreement on this complex question.

Thus far no rule of law has been developed, either by multilateral treaty
or by the process of customary international law, which amends or
supplants the formula of 'exploitability' laid down in the Convention
on the Continental Shelf. There are also a number of bilateral and
several multilateral agreements delimiting national jurisdiction over the
sea-bed and the ocean floor. There is, moreover, an extensive body of
State practice which may in the long run prove to be one of the most
significant factors to be taken into account in attempting to reach an
accommodation on the problem. It would not be correct, therefore, for
us to proceed on the assumption that we are dealing with an area
concerning which there is no international law. 8 1
In the 1967 General Assembly, Canada said that "the legal
position regarding the sovereign rights of the coastal State over the
resources of submarine areas extending at least to the abyssal depths is
not in dispute." It is also clear, it was said, that States cannot be
expected to abandon rights which have been firmly recognized by
international law and which are already being exercised on a worldwide
basis. In many and perhaps most coastal States important sectors of the
population may depend for their livelihood on the adjacent resources of
the sea. Canada thus appears to echo the views of Latin Americans as to
the primary concern of coastal States over adjacent resources."8
South Africa, which is a party to the 1958 Convention, also took a
strong stand in the 1968 General Assembly against any substantive
consideration by the Committee of "precise boundaries" of the area
beyond national jurisdiction. In their opinion such consideration
"would be premature." Furthermore, until such time as a new
definition of the area which falls within the limits of national
81
82

Id., PV.1599 (5 Nov. 1968), at 26-27.
22 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/C.I/PV.1529 (15 Nov. 1967), at 71. See also the

statement of Canada in 23 UN GAOR Doc. A/AC.135/1 (11 March 1968), at 33.
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jurisdiction has been considered and accepted by States, "it is the
understanding of my Government," their representative said, "that this
area extends at least as far as it is presently determined by international
law, including the Geneva Convention of 1958 on the Continental
Shelf ..... " In recording this understanding, South Africa associated
themselves with the many representatives who had expressed similar
understandings and with the observation of the representative of
Iceland who said that until the delimitation of the area under discussion
has been resolved, "every State has the right to claim sovereignty for
exploration and exploitation of the resources of the continental shelf
adjacent to its coast, out to a distance such as that stipulated by the
1958 Geneva Continental Shelf Convention and confirmed by States in
principle." Any claims to sovereignty that have been or may be
established in this way cannot, it was said, be prejudiced by any future
boundary delimitation without the consent of the countries con8
cerned. 3
It is also interesting to note that Romania spoke strongly on the
sanctity of the 1958 Convention on the Continental Shelf, to which it
is a party. Any correction of the definition, their representative said,
"must be based on the essential criteria already contained" in it,
on it or whether coastal States either individually or on a regional basis
regions "adjacent to the coast." He also mentioned that the geological
' indicating perhaps
shelf "does not drop abruptly into the abyss, ' 84
that Romania would support the view that the "legal shelf" embraces
the entire continental margin (shelf, slope and part of the rise) so far as
it can be exploited.8 s
Conclusion
While there was general agreement in the 23rd General Assembly
with the proposition that no State may "claim or exercise sovereign
rights over any part of" the area beyond the limits of national
83

23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/C.1/PV.1602 (7 Nov. 1968), at 57.
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Id., PV.1596 (4 Nov. 1968), at 17-20.
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In its statement on the First Committee, the Philippines said that it adheres to the

principle that the coastal State has jurisdiction and control over the resources "of the
continental shelf adjacent to its coasts ... to where the depth of the superjacent waters admits
of the exploitation of such resources" (PV.1597, at 78-80). The representative of Ireland
suggested that the shelf as defined in the 1958 Convention includes areas "with some degree of
proximity" and also areas with some "connection with the coastal State claiming rights over it"
(PV.1595, at 11).
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jurisdiction and that no part of this area is "subject to national
appropriation by claim of sovereignty, by use or occupation, or by any
other means," and to some extent with the proposition that taking into
account "relevant dispositions of international law, there should be
agreed a precise boundary for this area,"' 6 it is thus clear from both
the 1967 and 1968 discussions that there is no agreement as to where
or when or how this "precise boundary" should be fixed, whether there
should be a freeze or moratorium on national claims pending agreement
on it, or whether coastal States either individually or on a regional basis
could maintain control over resources even beyond the limits of such a
boundary.
The position of the United States was expressed in the most
general terms. It agreed that a "precise boundary" should be fixed,
it did not indicate how or when it should be fixed, and it did not
support or oppose a freeze or moratorium, although it repeated an
earlier statement that exploitation should not prejudice location of the
boundary. Ambassador Wiggins said:
...there should be established, as soon as practicable, an internationally agreed precise boundary for the deep ocean floor. In
determining a precise boundary for the area of the sea-bed and ocean
floor beyond the limits of national jurisdiction, it will be necessary to
take into account existing international law including the Geneva
Continental Shelf Convention of 1958. Exploitation of the natural
resources of the ocean floor occurring prior to the establishment of this
boundary should be understood not to prejudice its location regardless
of whether the coastal State considers the exploitation to have occurred
on its continental shelf.
We have no illusions as to the diffuculties involved in reaching
agreement on a regime and on a boundary. The United States, for its
part, will cooperate fully in seeking solutions to the many problems
involved. 8 7

The task ahead is thus formidable. Nevertheless, as the representative of New Zealand observed, agreement on a boundary "cannot be
deferred indefinitely." At the same time, the Assembly should not lose
sight of the opportunity to prepare the way by developing principles of
86 See "draft statement of agreed principles," items (2) and (4), in paragraph 88(b) of
the Report of the Ad Hoc Committee (A/2730) and the declaration in item (1) of paragraph
88(a). In the latter there is no declaration regarding the boundary. Perhaps this is because the
Latin American States are reluctant to press this issue.
87 23 UN GAOR provisional Doc. A/C.1/PV.1590 (29 Oct. 1968), at 11-12.
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law to govern the areas beyond national jurisdiction. The special value
in concentrating on such a lawmaking process lies in the fact that when
States are asked to set definite limits to the areas of their own national
jurisdictions, they need to know that "they are fencing off, not an
underseas jungle in which all-comers can claim squatter's rights, but a
preserve that will be administered in the common interest." 8 8
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Id., PV.1597 (4 Nov. 1 968), at 43.
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A/RES/2467 (XXIII) 14 January 1969
Twenty-third session Agenda item 26
RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
[on the report of the First Committee (A/7477)]
2467 (XXIII) Examination of the question of the reservation
exclusively for peaceful purposes of the seabed and the ocean
floor, and the subsoil thereof, underlying the high seas beyond
the limits of present national jurisdiction, and the use of their
resources in the interests of mankind
The General Assembly,
Recalling the item entitled "Examination of the question of the
reservation exclusively for peaceful purposes of the sea-bed and the
ocean floor, and the subsoil thereof, underlying the high seas beyond
the limits of present national jurisdiction, and the use of their resources
in the interests of mankind,"
Having in mind its resolution 2340 (XXII) of 18 December 1967
concerned with the problems arising in the area to which the title of the
item refers,
Reaffirming the objectives set forth in that resolution,
Taking note with appreciation of the report prepared by the Ad
Hoe Committee to Study the Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed and the
Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction,' keeping in
mind the views expressed in the course of its work and drawing upon its
experience,
I Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-third Session, agenda item 26,

document A/7230.
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Recognizing that it is in the interest of mankind as a whole to
favour the exploration and use of the sea-bed and the ocean floor and
the subsoil thereof, beyond the limits of national jurisdiction, for
peaceful purposes,
Considering that it is important to promote international cooperation for the exploration and exploitation of the resources of this
area,
Convinced that such exploitation should be carried out for the
benefit of mankind as a whole, irrespective of the geographical location
of States, taking into account the special interests and needs of the
developing countries,
Considering that it is essential to provide, within the United
Nations system, a focal point for the elaboration of desirable measures
of international co-operation, taking into account alternative actual and
potential uses of this area, and for the co-ordination of the activities of
international organizations in this regard,
1. Establishes a Committee on the Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed
and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction,
composed of forty-two States;
2. Instructs the Committee:
(a) To study the elaboration of the legal principles and norms
which would promote international co-operation in the exploration and
use of the sea-bed and the ocean floor, and the subsoil thereof, beyond
the limits of national jurisdiction and to ensure the exploitation of their
resources for the benefit of mankind, and the economic and other
requirements which such a regime should satisfy in order to meet the
interests of humanity as a whole;
(b) To study the ways and means of promoting the exploitation
and use of the resources of this area, and of international co-operation
to that end, taking into account the foreseeable development of
technology and the economic implications of such exploitation and
bearing in mind the fact that such exploitation should benefit mankind
as a whole;
(c) To review the studies carried out in the field of exploration
and research in this area and aimed at intensifying international
co-operation and stimulating the exchange and the widest possible
dissemination of scientific knowledge on the subject;
(d) To examine proposed measures of co-operation to be adopted
by the international community in order to prevent the marine
pollution which may result from the exploration and exploitation of
the resources of this area;
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3. Also calls upon the Committee to study further, within the
context of the title of the item, and taking into account the studies and
international negotiations being undertaken in the field of disarmament, the reservation exclusively for peaceful purposes of the
sea-bed and the ocean floor without prejudice to the limits which may
be agreed upon in this respect;
4. Requests the Committee:
(a) To work in close co-operation with the specialized agencies,
the International Atomic Energy Agency and the intergovernmental
bodies dealing with the problems referred to in the present resolution,
so as to avoid any duplication or overlapping of activities;
(b) To make recommendations to the General Assembly on the
questions mentioned in paragraphs 2 and 3 above;
(c) In co-operation with the Secretary-General, to submit to the
General Assembly reports on its activities at each subsequent session;
(5) Invites the specialized agencies, the International Atomic
Energy Agency and other intergovernmental bodies including the
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization to co-operate fully
with the Committee in the implementation of the present resolution.
1752nd plenary meeting,
21 December 1968.
B
The GeneralAssembly,
Recognizing that it is in the common interest of all nations that
the exploration and the exploitation of the resources of the sea-bed and
the ocean floor, and the subsoil thereof, should be conducted in such a
manner as to avoid infringement of the other interests and established
rights of nations with respect to the uses of the sea,
Mindful of the threat to the marine environment presented by
pollution and other hazardous and harmful effects which might result
from exploration and exploitation of the areas under consideration,
Desiring to promote effective measures of prevention and control
of such pollution and to allay the serious damage which might be
caused to the marine environment and, in particular, to the living
marine resources which constitute one of mankind's most valuable food
resources,

- -
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Recognizing the complex problem of ensuring effective co-ordination in the wide field of environmental pollution and in the more
specific area of prevention and control of marine pollution,
Nothing with satisfaction the measures being undertaken by the
Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization to prevent and
control pollution of the sea by preparing new draft convention and
other instruments for that purpose,
Recalling, in this regard, the progress achieved towards such
concerted action by intergovernmental bodies and the establishment,
by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, the
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization and
its Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission, the InterGovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization and the World
Meteorological Organization, of a joint group of experts on the
scientific aspects of marine pollution,
Recalling further the competence and continuing valuable contributions of the other intergovernmental organizations concerned,
1. Welcomes the adoption by States of appropriate safeguards
against the dangers of pollution and other hazardous and harmful
effects that might arise from the exploration and exploitation of the
resources of the sea-bed and the ocean floor, and the subsoil thereof,
beyond the limits of national jurisdiction, notably in the form of
concrete measures of international co-operation for the purpose of
realizing this aim;
2. Considers that, in connexion with the elaboration of principles
underlying possible future international agreements for the area
concerned, a study should be made with a view to clarifying all aspects
of protection of the living and other resources of the sea-bed and ocean
floor, the superjacent waters and the adjacent coasts against the
consequences of pollution and other. hazardous and harmful effects
arising from various modalities of such exploration and exploitation;
3. Considers further that such a study should take into consideration the importance of minimizing interference between the many
means by which the wealth of the ocean space may be harvested, and
that it should extend to the examination of the circumstances in which
measures may be undertaken by States for the protection of the living
and other resources of those areas in which pollution detrimental to
those resources has occured or is imminent;
4. Requests the Secretary-General, in co-operation with the
appropriate and competent body or bodies presently undertaking
Intenzational Lawyer, Vol. 3 No. 3
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co-ordinated work in the field of marine pollution control, to
undertake the study referred to in paragraphs 2 and 3 above and to
submit a report thereon to the General Assembly and the Committee
on the Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor beyond the
Limits of National Jurisdiction.
1752nd plenary meeting,
21 December 1968
C
The General Assembly,
Having considered the item entitled "Examination of the question
of the reservation exclusively for peaceful purposes of the sea-bed and
the ocean floor, and the subsoil thereof, underlying the high seas
beyond the limits of present national jurisdiction, and the use of their
resources in the interests of mankind,"
Reaffirming that exploration and exploitation of the resources of
the sea-bed and the ocean floor, and the subsoil thereof, should be
carried out for the benefit of mankind as a whole, taking into special
consideration the interests and needs of the developing countries,
Recalling that international co-operation in this field is of
paramount importance,
Bearing in mind its resolution A above establishing the Committee
on the Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor beyond the
Limits of National Jurisdiction, and the mandate entrusted to it,
1. Requests the Secretary-General to undertake a study on the
question of establishing in due time appropriate international machinery for the promotion of the exploration and exploitation of the
resources of this area, and the use of these resources in the interests of
mankind, irrespective of the geographical location of States, and taking
into special consideration the interests and needs of the developing
countries, and to submit a report thereon to the Committee on the
Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of
National Jurisdiction for consideration during one of its sessions in
1969;
2. Calls upon the Committee to submit a report on this question
to the General Assembly at its twenty-fourth session.
1752nd plenary meeting,
21 December 1968.
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D
The GeneralAssembly,
Convinced that the nations of the world should join together, with
due respect for national jurisdiction, in a common long-term programme of exploration of the ocean as a potential source of resources,
which should eventually be used for meeting the needs of all mankind
with due recognition of those of developing countries and irrespective
of the geographical location of States,
Recalling also that in its resolution 2172 (XXI) of 6 December
1966 the General Assembly requested the Secretary-General to prepare
proposals for ensuring the most effective arrangements for an expanded
programme of international co-operation to assist in a better understanding of the marine environment through science, and for initiating
and strengthening marine education and training programmes,
Recalling further the proposals made by the Secretary-General in
his report, 2 pursuant to resolution 2172 (XXI), as well as the various
views expressed during the consideration of this subject by the General
Assembly at its twenty-third session,
Noting that the Bureau and Consultative Council of the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of the UNITED Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization considered the
proposed International Decade of Ocean Exploration a useful initiative
for broadening and accelerating investigations of the oceans and for
strengthening international co-operation,
Endorsing the objectives expressed in Economic and Social
Council resolutions 1380 (XLV), 1381 (XLV) and 1382 (SLV) of 2
August 1968 and recalling particularly the invitation to the General
Assembly to endorse the concept of a co-ordinated long-term programme of oceanographic research, taking into account such initiatives
as the proposal for an International Decade of Ocean Exploration and
international programmes already considered, approved and adopted by
the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission for implementation
in co-operation with other specialized agencies,
2

The item was introduced by a Note Verbale dated 17 August 1967 from the

Permanent Mission of Malta addressed to the Secretary General (22 GAOR Doc. A/6695). This
is reproduced at pages 15 and 16 of House Report No. 999 of the 90th Cong., 1st Sess., dated
Dec. 7, 1967 (hereinafter referred to as "House Report 999"). See also the Statement of
Ambassador Pardo in the UN First Committee on November 1, 1967 (22 GAOR provisional
Docs. A/C.1/PV.1515, 1516, and House Report 999 at 167-186).
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Aware of the consideration given to the proposal in the Ad Hoc
Committee to Study the Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed and the Ocean
Floor beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction, arising from the
contribution which the International Decade of Ocean Exploration
would make to. scientific research and exploration of the sea-bed and
ocean floor, as an important part of a co-ordinated long-term
international programme of oceanographic research,
Seeking to enrich the knowledge of all mankind by encouraging a
free flow of scientific information on the oceans to all States,
1. Welcomes the concept of an International Decade of Ocean
Exploration to be undertaken within the framework of a long-term
programme of research and exploration, including scientific research
and exploration of the sea-bed and the ocean floor, under the aegis of
the United Nations on the understanding that all such activities falling
under the national jurisdiction of a State shall be subject to the
previous consent of such State, in accordance with international law;
2. Invites Member States to formulate proposals for national and
international scientific programmes and agreed activities to be undertaken during the International Decade of Ocean Exploration with due
regard to the interests of developing countries, to transmit these
proposals to the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization for the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission in
time to begin the Decade in 1970, and to embark on such activities as
soon as practicable;
3. Urges Member States to publish as soon as practicable the
results of all activities which they will have undertaken within the
framework of the International Decade of Ocean Exploration as part of
a long-term co-ordinated programme of scientific research and exploration, and at the same time to communicate these results to the
Intergovernmental, Oceanographic Commission;
4. Requests the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization that its Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission:
(a) Intensify its activities in the scientific field, within its terms of
reference and in co-operation with other interested agencies, in
particular with regard to co-ordinating the scientific aspects of a
long-term and expanded programme of world-wide exploration of the
oceans and their resources of which the International Decade of Ocean
Exploration will be an important element, including international
agency programmes, an expanded international exchange of data from
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national programmes, and international efforts to strength the research
capabilities of all interested nations with particular regard to the needs
of the developing countries:
(b) Co-operate with the Secretary-General, in accordance with
paragraph 4 of General Assembly resolution 2414 (XXIII) of 17
December 1968 on the resources of the sea in the preparation of the
comprehensive outline of the scope of the long-term programme of
oceanographic research of which the International Decade of Ocean
Exploration will be an important element, making available its views as
to the appropriate relationship between the several international
programmes already considered, approved and adopted by the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission for implementation, the
Decade, and the long-term programme;
(c) Keep the Secretary-General informed of all proposals, programmes and activities of which it is informed in accordance with
paragraphs 2 and 3 above together with any comments it may consider
appropriate;
(d) Report through appropriate channels to the General Assembly
at its twenty-fourth session on progress made in the implementation of
the present resolution.
1752nd plenary meetings,
21 December 1968.
In accordance with the decision taken by the First Committee at
its 1648th meeting, on 19 December 1968, the Commmittee on the
Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of
National Jurisdiction, established under paragraph 1 of resolution A
above, will consist of the following Member States: Argentina,
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Cameroon, Canada, Ceylon
Chile, Czechoslovakia, El Salvador, France, Iceland, India, Italy, Japan,
Kenya, Kuwait, Liberia, Libya, Madagascar, Malaysia, Malta, Mauritania, Mexico, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Peru, Poland, Romania,
Sierra Leone, Sudan, Thailand, Trinidad and Tobago, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, United Arab Republic, United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, United Republic of Tanzania, United
States of America and Yugoslavia.
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